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Under
8 lbs

8–30 lbs

Over
30 lbs

For
Small Dogs

and Cats

For
Small to 
Medium

Dogs and
Large Cats

For
Medium to 
Large Dogs

60
count
Soft

Chews

75
count
Soft

Chews

45
count

Chewable
Tablets

1 chew
per day

31–45 lbs:
½ tablet
per day

8–15 lbs:
1 chew
per day

46–90 lbs:
1 tablet
per day

16–30 lbs:
2 chews
per day

In pet cats, behavior problems are still 
the most common cause of euthanasia.

Bad behavior is the #1 reason
dogs are taken to animal shelters.

A happy pet
has a “forever home.”

“I encourage clients to administer a
behavioral supplement for at least 4-6 weeks.
While some benefits are apparent immediately, 

the full effect may be more noticeable in the 
second month of continuous administration.”

–Theresa L. DePorter, DVM, MRCVS, DECAWBM, DACVB

 Relaxation without sedation
     Intended for daily use
     Tasty chewables



Fear and anxiety disorders affect an 
estimated 23 million dogs in the U.S.

Up to 14% of cats and perhaps 40% 
of dogs are taken to shelters due to 

behavior issues.

  is for dogs and cats 
to help support normal behavior 
and facilitate a calming effect.

Early recognition of anxiety disorders is critical in addressing 
the progression and intensifying of behavior issues. Intervening 

early in destructive or other inappropriate behavior can help 
modify behavior before it becomes difficult to correct.

This combination 
of ingredients 

provides a one of 
a kind formulation 
only available in 

.

L-theanine:
An amino acid 

found naturally in 
black, green, and 

white teas.

Phellodendron 
amurense:

Fruit and bark 
extracts from the 
Amur cork tree.

Magnolia 
officinalis:

An extract from 
the bark of the 
magnolia tree.

Whey protein 
concentrate:
A milk protein 

extract.

Common signs of fear
and anxiety in DOGS.

Trembling
& Panting

Inappropriate 
Elimination

DestructionHiding & 
Escaping

Excessive
Barking

Hyper-
salivation

Over
Grooming

Elimination
Outside

Litterbox

SprayingHiding

Inter-cat
Aggression

Hyper-
ventilating

Signs in CATS can be
slightly different.

Fear and anxiety play major roles in a majority 
of canine and feline behavioral disorders.

 Fear is an emotional response to a specific 
    object, noise, or individual that the pet 
    perceives as a threat or danger.

 Anxiety is a reaction to an anticipated 
    threat or danger.

Although some degree of anxiety is normal for 
a dog or cat, some pets have anxiety that may 
result in behavior that can make home life 
difficult. Early intervention allows anxiety to 
be identified as normal or abnormal.

Activities that we consider to be minor can 
be viewed by your pet as a major change 

in their environment or daily routine.

Talk with your veterinarian before little issues become big problems!

  is designed to help!

Traveling/
Transportation

Loud Noises

              Fireworks

          Being Home Alone

       Thunderstorms

   Moving

       Kenneling

          Car Rides

              Aging

Unfamiliar People

       Unfamiliar Pets

                      Crating

                   New Smells

            Environmental
                  Changes

            Multi-Cat
         Household


